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1.

INTRODUCTION.

The relations between Byzantium and the West

represent a field which has so far been explored primarily
by historians of diplomacy, religion, and art; yet the linguist, whether sociolinguist lexicologist, or analyst of
,

For him, the
languages in contact, also has a stake in it.
Byzantine impact on the West is on a par with that of the
other great medieval superstrata, the Germanic and the Arabic,
The Eastern influboth of which have been treated copiously.
ence on the West, which has fared less well, is the topic of
the present survey.

We shall try to reconstruct this influence in terms of
words, Byzantine words borrowed by the Western languages on
the colloquial level of speech, i.e., in living use at their
The underlying assumption is,
time as far as we can judge.
of
a word indicates the presence
presence
the
that
of course,
of its referent, and the borrowing of a 'word' implies the
In our presentation, the process
borrowing of the 'thing'.
into its sundry features: the
down
broken
of borrowing is
early stage, the locus and tempus of transmission, the fields
covered by the acculturation, the criteria of Byzantinity,

patterns of the linguistic adaptation of a loan word to the
target language, and the often indirect way of a borrowed
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lexeme through a mediary language.

Each of these facets is
illustrated by brief word histories, many of which are the
result of our own studies.
We have devoted over four decades of research to this
field, and we are drawing here essentially on our own publi-

cations, citing them for each example used in the course of
the discussion.

The following, beyond our individual word

histories, are the more inclusive and summarizing studies,
and they provide ample references to primary and secondary
sources
ab -

Abendland und Byzanz
nistik, P.

eb

:

Wirth, ed.

Sprache

,

in Reallexikon dev Byzanti-

(Amsterdam, 1970-76), I, 345-640

[a comprehensive and systematic view of the field, with
numerous examples and their documentation; the main tool
for the present discussion].
- Les dl^ments byzantins dans les langues romanes, Cahiers

Ferdinand de Sous sure

,

XXIII

(1966),

^1-13

[a

first sketch

of the problems involved]
ob

= Contributions by Byzantinologists to Romance Etymology,
Revue de Linguistique Romane,

XXVI

(1962),

126-139

metho-

[a

dological attempt to update earlier derivations of Western Byzantinisms]
rp - The

Role of the Papyri in Etymological Reconstruction,

Illinois Classical Studies,

III

(1978)

,

207-220 [reconstruc-

tion of the history of various lexemes recorded in
papyri, which are Egyptian Byzantinisms].
vb

= On Venetian Byzantinisms, Romance Philology , XXV 11:

356-367

[a

2,

(1974),

review article on the informative discussion

of Venetian Byzantinisms by M. Cortelazzo, L'influsso linguistiao gveoo a Venezia

(Bologna, 1970)].

ao - Cultural Criteria for Western Borrowings from Byzantine

Greek, with Angelina Pietrangeli, in Homenaje

a Antonio

1972), pp. 205-229 [the Byzantine content
of words as the justification of their derivation from
Tovar

(Madrid,

Byzantine Greek]
If =

The Lingua Franca in the Levant: Turkish Nautical Terms of Italian

with Andreas Tietze (Urbana, 111., 1958)
[numerous Byzantine nautical terms in their Mediterranean

and Greek Origin,

.

^^^
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2.

PRELUDE: RISE

AW

DECLINE OF GREEK IN ROME.

Latin accepted

Greek words from the sixth century B.C., first through Etruscan mediation and through the mediation of Southern Italy,
from where Dorisms were adopted.

The early borrowings re-

ferred to navigation, to the culture of the olive, and to
religion.

Two social layers were involved: the lower classes,

which accepted everyday terms, and the Roman aristocracy,
which cultivated the Greek language in its entirety as a
status symbol, establishing, so to speak, a kind of GraecoIn the third century B.C., and thereafter,
Latin Humanism.
Greek was taught in Roman schools; the educated Roman knew
The sermo urbanus i.e., colloquial standhow to write Greek.
ard Latin, was full of Hellenisms, as exemplified by Cicero's
,

Greek enjoyed a
letters with their one thousand Grecisms.
was
the language of
it
Imperial
Court:
at
the
prestige
high
courtship, of magic, of men of letters and orators; it was
the language of the Oriental rites, the liturgical language
of the Jews of Rome, and the language of Christianity in its

early Roman period, up to the end of the second century.
After the Augustan period, however, Greek began to lose
Greek was still taught in
It was a slow process.
ground.
the schools of Rome and elsewhere in Italy and in the prov-

A knowledge of Greek was still taken for granted in
certain professions in which Greek achievement had led the
way: in philosophy, medicine, grammar, rhetoric, and matheinces.

the
Up to the time of Marcus Aurelius (161-180)
the
remained
Greek
and
majority of the educated read Greek,
But the end
language of the slaves of Oriental provenience.

matics.

,

The final phase can
came by the close of the sixth century.
be observed in two milieus: the ecclesiastic and the profane.
In Christian parlance, after the middle of the second century,

colloquial Latin replaced Greek with increasing intensity.
In this process of the Latinization of the Graeco-Christian
terminology, three main patterns evolved: (1) the Greek term
was adopted as such, with slight adaptation to the Latin mor(2) the
phology (Grk. dYYE^os angelos 'angel' ->Lat. angelus)
Greek expression was replaced puristically (Grk. PanxL^eLV
;
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baptizein

'to baptize'

->-Lat.

lit.,

tingere,

.

'to wet,

to bathe');

(3) the Latin expression was calqued after the Greek (Grk.
From the middle of the
Tiveuua pneuma 'spirit' ^Lat. spiritus)
.

third century on, the majority of the Western Christians in
In the
Spain, Africa, Northern Italy, and Gaul, spoke Latin.
fourth century, even in Rome, the liturgical language became
Latin.

On the profane level, there was a similar development:

up to the fourth century, a knowledge of Greek was still a

status symbol in the families of the old Roman aristocracy;

but in the provinces, in Northern Italy, Gaul, England and
Ireland, Latin Africa and Spain, Greek was no longer known.
The causes of the breakdown of Greek were many: the Germanic

invasions, the decline of the conservative classes of Hellenophiles, the old aristocracy and the intelligentsia; the sev-

erance of relations between East and West; the opposition of
Christianity to Hellenism; the methods of Greek school instruction; and the flourishing of Latin letters.
3.

PROTO-BIZANTINE BORROWINGS.

(a&

350-353)

But even earlier, from the

fourth century on, with the establishment of the new Christian court at Constantinople in 330, a new culture developed
in the East.

While Greek as a living language receded in the

West, the first traces of that new culture, the Byzantine,

were discernible as borrowings in the last phase of Imperial
This stage of acculturation, the Proto-Byzantine
Latinity.
stage, roughly covers the two centuries from the middle of

the fourth to the middle of the sixth.

The stimuli came, in

this early period, from the highly civilized provinces, Syria,

Palestine, and Egypt.

nical or professional.

Most of the terms borrowed were techTwo patterns of borrowings evolved:

the learned borrowings, which showed almost no changes in
form; and the so-called popular or semi-popular borrowings,

The semantic fields
which were adapted to colloquial Latin.
represented were those of the Church, medicine, learning, and
administration, and, for the popular elements, also naviga-

tion and daily life.

The proto-Byzantinisms first appeared

in the works of philosophers such as Macrobius and Boethius,

of theologians such as Ambrosius, Jerome, and Augustine; and
in legal collections such as the Codex Theodosianus and the

Henry and Renee Kahane
Codex lustinianus.

353-354)

{ab

The fields of Church and learning

The learned level.

(a)
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were jointly represented by nveOucx pneuma, originally,
then 'sentence spoken in one breath'

(a

'breath',

term of rhetoric),

*melody sung in one breath'; and in the West, pneuma
became a term of ecclesiastic music, 'sequence of tones sung
then

'

on one vowel'

(6th

c), with

and Middle Fr. neume,
(ai

the later variant neima

Eng. newne

357)- The name of a mythical animal, the

(4th c.) was transferred through Lat.

West, where OFr.

(9th c.)

'medieval musical notation'.
dvd6A.oi|j antholops

antolops/antalops to the

appeared commonly in bestiaries; the

antelop

shift from a fabulous creature to the zoological antelope

occurred as late as the seventeenth century in England.
357)- In medical terminology, xaxauT^VLa
struation'

(derived from

ui'iv

men 'month')

katamenia n.pl.

was taken up by

Oribasius latinus (6th c.) as aataminia viith Middle Fr.
the

i

[ab

'men-

aatimini',

of the latter reflected the folketymological influence

of oatir 'to hide', which also accounted for the semantic

shift of the French idiom en aatimini
The popular level. Grk.

(b)

'in secret'.

Kavovindg, kanonikos

'

(ab

355)

churchsinger

'

derived from xavcov kanon 'psalmody', generalized in the West
(6th c.) from churchsinger to common cleric, as in Fr. ahanoine
(ab 131-13 3; ab 358-359)- Grk. xapxapoOxos
and Eng. canon.

,

tartarouahos 'pertaining to Tartarus,

to Hell', Latinized as

(6th c.) and used in some such phrase as * (bestia)
'demon of Hell', became Ital. tartaruga, a name transferred to the turtle, which lives in mud and was therefore
considered a symbol of darkness and heresy; the influence of
tartaruaus

tartaruoa

tortus

'twisted' produced finally Fr.

tortue

with Eng.

turtle.

{ab 360)- The red ink of the Byzantine emperors was called
gyHauaxov knkauston; it was Latinized, first with shift of the

Byzantine stress, as enaaustum, the base of Ital. inchiostro;
then with preservation of the stress, as Snaaustum, the base
of OFr.

enque

with Eng.

ink, Fr. enare'

(eb

72; ab

3

62)

The spread of the early Byzantine
(c)
borrowings was closely tied to the mejjiary role of Gothic.
Through the activity of the Gothic missionaries of Arianism,
The Gothia mediation.

certain ecclesiastic terms wandered, in the fifth and sixth
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centuries, from the Balkanic area to the Danube and the Rhine,
Thus, Grk. KupLaK6v kyriakon
coming finally into German.
'house of God', shortened to >tupLK(5v kyrikbn, yielded Goth.

with Ger. Kirahe, contrasting with Graeco-Lat. ecclesia,
lexeme; the Byzantine term was probably borrowed
Romance
the
in the period of Constantine (4th c), when church architec{ah 3 65)- Grk. nevxriHoaTT'i
ture had its great development.
*

kyrikD

pentekosti

'fiftieth', i.e., the fiftieth day after Easter,

gave Ger. Pfingsten, contrasting with Graeco-Lat. penteaoste,
{ab 366)- The day of Ares, Grk.
which survives in Romance.
"ApecoQ fiu^pa Aveos hemkra 'Tuesday', still survives in Austrian

contrasting with the Latin caique, Martis
{ab 366)- The name
preserved in Romance, Fr. mardi etc.
dies,
of the day, Grk. oci33aTov s&bbaton, had a nasalized variant

dialects as Ertag

,

adu3aOov s&mbathon, recorded in a fourth-century papyrus which
Fr. samedi
{ab
Sams tag
is still alive in Roum. simbata, SGer
,

,

.

3

66;

rp

.

212)

Byzantinisms proper spread west
from about the sixth century on, more or less after the split
About two hundred of
of Latin into the Romance vernaculars.
4.

THE PORTS OF ENTRANCE.

them accumulated, borrowed during the millennium of the EastWe shall interpret them first according to the
ern Empire.
five stages of their entrance, i.e., in an interlocking

analysis of distribution and chronology.
(a) Ravenna. In Ravenna the Byzantine influence lasted for
The city fell to Justi-

about two centuries, from 540 to 751.

The colonial
nian with his victory over the Goths in Italy.
government, known as the Exarchate, comprised all of Italy

not conquered by the Langobards, from Venetia to Calabria.
Greek administrators, priests, soldiers, and businessmen set-

Numerous
There was also a Greek school.
{ab 440-442)
borrowings resulted in the area.
The most reliable criterion of mediation through Ravenna
tled in the city.

is the geographical distribution of the borrowing in question:
if it pertains to the dialects spoken in the area that once
comprised the Exarchate, the chances are that it entered Italy,
precisely, in the Exarchate.
The dialects involved are those

of Romagna

(including Ravenna itself)

,

of Emilia

(with such
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towns as Bologna, Modena, Parma, Piacenza)
and of the Marche.
Examples: Byz *xoiAk6xuxpov *ahalk6ahytron 'pail of copper' ap,

.

pears, with haplologic shortening, in Bologna, in Modena, and
in Romagna as aalcMer.
[ab 391)- Grk. ^qxjXXov bvyllon 'rush'
(the plant)
hvel

,

occurs in Parma as bril,

in Bologna and Romagna as

and in Emilia in the metathetic derivative herleto.

394)- Byz.

aTcox<ie ptoahos

[ah

'beggar', in use since antiquity and

the New Testament, was borrowed in the Exarchate as *pitoaus;
it spread first in the Northern Italian dialects as pitoao;

then standard Italian took it from the north as pitbcco.

[ab

403)

The thirty-three or so Byzantine words transmitted through

Ravenna at this early stage of contacts reflect the milieu of
the settler, a technology of everyday life.

They refer to

the orchard, the kitchen, domestic utensils, clothing, handicraft, commerce, and the Church.

Two examples, probably

Ravennatic: Byz. olyyoOplov angourion
pears as anguria

'cucumber'

(6th c.)

ap-

'watermelon' in Northern Italy, then with

agglutination of the article, as Ven.

languria,

Emil.

langoria.

The same Byzantinism reached the West also via the Slavic

languages: so Ger. Gurke, Eng. gherkin.

OLOv brontesion

{ab399)- Grk. 3povti^-

'pertaining to thunder', then in Byzantine

Greek 'bronze', produced a regressive noun *3p6vTi,ov *br6ntion
'bronze', and this yielded Ital. bronzo (7th-8th c.) with Fr.
bronze and its German and
(b)

Venice.

English offshoots.

{ab

380)

In the early phase of its history,

from the

sixth century on, Venice with its lagoon was a province of
the Byzantine Empire, first under the Exarchate, then, after
the collapse of the latter in 751, as a Ducate, with increasIn the ninth century, Venice separated
itself de jure, but the cultural, commercial, and political
ties with Byzantium remained alive: Byzantium exerted an

ing independence.

intensive artistic influence on Venice; Venetian commercial
representations existed in Byzantium and Byzantine ones in
Venice, until the latter, in association with the Normans of
Southern Italy, destroyed the Empire early in the thirteenth
century.
The numerous borrowings reflecting the close ties refer in
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{ab 442-446)
particular to commerce and communications.
Thus, in economic matters, the premium paid for the exchange

of one currency for another was a profitable institution of

Byzantine origin, introduced in the tenth century by Nicephorus II Phocas and known as dAXdyi-ov

The

allagion 'change'.

Western base form, *allagium, was Latinized in Venice to
and developed popularly, with apheresis of initial

which was then standardized to Ital. aggio
Ital.-Fr. ag(g)io
AAA;

CO

,

t,

lazius

to azo

developing via

into an international term.

Zl^-'ill

{ah

215-216)- In the field of navigation, Byz. iiav6pdHLOv

mandrakion

'inner harbor'

turned into Ven. mandraaio,

(6th c.)

with Genoese mandraaio and Ital. mandvaachio

.

[ah

410,

445;

If

542-543)- In the ecclesiastic terminology, Late-Grk. SLdxcov
diakSn 'assistant of the priest',

then Byz. b iomoq diakos

came Ven. *dzago/zago with Bergamo, Brescia, Marche
370,

,

zag(o).

be{ab

445)

But Venice was not only a seapower with fleet stations
and commercial interests in the eastern Mediterranean; it
was also a city at the margin of the Balkanic area which lay

within the Byzantine orbit.

Dalmatia was under Byzantine

domination from the end of the fifth century to about the
year 1000; after that, the area and in particular its coasts

came under Venice.

With this, Dalmatia turned into a medi-

ator of Byzantinisms to Venice.

{ab

444-445)

Examples: The

Byzantines called the nomadic shepherd of Dalmatia *Maup63Aaxog *Mauroblachos 'black Walach', and the Greek ethnicon
was adapted in Dalmatia as Moroulaaus

(12th

c).

This appel-

lation was taken over by the Venetians, who generalized it
into an abusive term, morlaao 'stupid, boorish'; the Spaniards

borrowed the expression in the seventeenth century, apparently during their occupation of Northern Italy, and they still
use it.
as

{ab

402-403)- A Byzantine transport ship was known

'the short-tailed', KOv6oupa kondoura;

the word appeared in

the medieval Dalmatian cities as aondura and, with adaptation
of its ending to the common suffix

than 1094) as gSndula/gondola.
(c)

Southern Italy.

{ab

-ola,

in Venice

(not later

413; cc 221-222; vb

360)

The South of Italy was, of course, tra-

ditional Hellenic territory, the so-called Magna Graecia,
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where, in the speech of fishermen and farmers, remnants of
the koine (the Greek counterpart of Vulgar Latin) had stayed

alive since antiquity.

But the reconquest of the area by

Justinian in the sixth century initiated

Byzantine superstratum.

a

new phase, the

Officials, businessmen, and the

clergy came with the Byzantine army.

In the seventh century

new settlers arrived, when, under the impact of the Islamic

expansion, the Greek monks of Syria, Palestine, and Egypt

were forced to flee to Calabria.

In the eighth century, ref-

ugees driven from Constantinople by the iconoclastic movement

increased the Greek contingent of displaced persons, and in
a final

wave during the tenth and eleventh centuries, when

Islam conquered Sicily, Greeks from that island likewise

settled in Calabria.

In that period, with its more than two

hundred monasteries, the Graeco-Christian civilization of
Southern Italy reached its zenith.

With the eleventh-cen-

tury Norman hegemony in Southern Italy, the decline began,
and Greek gave way to Romance.

Byzantine borrowings from Southern Italy

{ab

446-448)

refer essentially to three fields: the Church, farm life,
Examples: In the iconoclastic period, with
and navigation.
the many religious refugees from Constantinople to Rome, Byz.
puuo-LOS romaios 'journeyer to Rome' was generalized to 'pilgrim', and the early tenth-century records of the new use
{ab 370;
point to Southern Italy as the area of the shift.
religious
in its
also
is
oc 208)- Byz. \xaMo.p(h\>z i a. makaroneia

origin: it first meant 'dirge' (13th c), then '*funeral
meal', and finally 'dish offered at such a meal' (the Greek
dialect of EThrace still preserves uccxapcov lcx maA:ar5nia 'dish
of rice eaten at a funeral meal'); the

'dish offered'

turned

into the base of maccheroni, whose earliest traces (11th c),
{ab 129-131; ab
it seems, can be found in Southern Italy.
398-399)- An Anc Greek verb, 6pulS(jo hormizd 'to moor', sur.

vived in Byzantium, as evidenced by a ninth-to-tenth century
record and by the nominal derivative 6p]xioCa hormisia 'landing'.
The first Western trace was from Amalfi, in 1105, indicating
Southern Italy as the prime area of the borrowing. The term
then turned, via Northern Italy, into Ital. ormeggiare, Prov.
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Catal.
(d)

ormejar.

{ab

Franco or aoy

.

.

421-422, 448; vb 361)
The rule of the Westerners in the Eastern

Mediterranean, labeled broadly Oriens Latinus and, with limitation to the Greek areas, called Francocracy, was a phase
of the Crusades: with the Latin Empire of 1204-1261, the

French came into possession of Morea (the medieval name of
the Peloponnesus) and Cyprus, and the Venetians colonized the

The impressions and reminiscences

Greek islands and coasts.

which the feudal lords and merchants brought home, in the
form of foreign lexemes

{ab

448-450)

,

concerned the Church,

commerce, society, warfare, and navigation.

For example, the

Crusaders associated the miserable condition of the Greek

monasteries with their maladministration by the Byzantine lay
aristocracy, the so-called charisticary system (10th-12th
and in the process, Grk.
ficium'

,

* \o.p

lax

icx.

*oharistia,

c),

originally 'bene-

turned for the foreign observer into a lexeme of

negative value, as suggested by Ital. Prov. Span, carestia
'scarcity, want'.
{ab 371-372; ac 210-211)- The name of the

Aegean Sea, Alyoclov n^Aavos Aigaion Pelagos taken over as Egeopelagus, was corrupted in Venetian to Aroipelago, the base form
,

for the international arohipelago and the shortened arohipel.
{ab

409)- The traditional appreciation of Greek wines was re-

vived with the Crusades.

One sweet wine which was produced

in a town of the Peloponnesus, MoveuPcxoia Monembasia, in popu-

lar parlance Movo3aaCa Monobasia

called in Greece uovo3aaLd.
vaxie.

(9th

monobasiS. ,

and in Venice vinum Mona-

But the Franks, following their custom, distorted the

name of the town: Movo^aada Monobasia
vasia, and the wine,

Europe: Fr. malvoisie,
Ger. Malvasier,

{ab

Lingua Franca.

[monovasla] became Mal-

accordingly, appeared in the thirteenth

century in Venice as vinum

(e)

c), was therefore

de Matvasia.

Wine and term conquered

Anglo-Norm, malvesy

,

Eng.

malmsey,

and

400-401; ac 218-219)

Mediterranean terms, whatever their ori-

gins, radiated easily over the entire area, and the termino-

logical Lingua Franca, the jargon of the seamen, preserved
various Byzantine elements.
Thus, Byz. cpavd{ab 450-451)
piov phandrion 'light, lantern, lighthouse' spread with the

thirteenth century in the Mediterranean; in Italy, phanarium,
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through suffix change, turned into fanale, which then captured
the West up to Portugal.
[ah 422; If 589-592)- The Greek
phrase Papeta auuPoAi*! bareia symbole 'heavy contribution to a
common enterprise' became a term of sea law referring to the
expenses caused by sea damage, which were incurred by the

participants in a maritime venture.
The phrase was shortened
In Byzantine times, the Rhodian
to either noun or adjective.
sea law used the noun; the West, around 1200, borrowed the

adjective in its elliptic use, and

*varia/avaria

spread from

Genoa to become an international term with Fr. avarie, Eng.
average,

and Ger.

Havarie,

its meaning restricted to just one

aspect of the complex event,
Arab.

rizq,

'sea damage*.

(ab

411-412)-

an expression of military government, referred to

the sustenance of the Arabic officials and soldiers in newly

conquered Byzantine Egypt

:

they had to live on the land by

Byzantine Greek borrowed the

taking what they could get.
word from Arabic, as pouLlh6v
ing an Arabo-Persian variant)

rouzikbn (late 7th

c,

reflect-

and as pl£lh6v rizikSn, and

shifted its use from the soldier's right to requisition to
his luck, good or bad, in finding maintenance, eventually

generalizing it to 'chance, fate'. Then, with the twelfth
century, Byz. pL^Lxdv rizikon expanded, as risicwn/riscim into
a term of Mediterranean maritime law applied to the dangers
of the sea, and through the Italian maritime republics it
,

came into international use. Modern risA: still preserves the
two semantic roots of its past, the military and the nautical,
the chance and the danger.
5.

{ab

COUNTOURS OF ACCULTURATION.

3

78;

From

a

rp

216-217)

total view, the Byzan-

The two,
tine impact resembles the Arabic influence in Spain.
to be sure, were chronologically coextensive; Byzantium as

well as Islam evolved as models for their neighbors in terms
The Western
of technology, commerce, and gracious living.
Arabisms were more numerous than the Byzantinisms because the

intensity of the symbiosis was different; the tie between
Byzantium and the West was prevalently peripheral and mariThis explains, obviously, the large share of terms of
time.
In the field of
navigation among the Byzantine borrowings.
religion, the Arabic contribution was minimal in relation to
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the Greek; both Byzantium and the West were Christian civili-

zations.
We shall describe succinctly the various domains covered
by the Byzantinisms and give for each two characteristic ex-

amples,
(a)

{ab

424-426)
The nineteen borrowings refer to the archi-

The Churah.

tecture and decoration of the church, to parts of the liturgy,
the hierarchy of the clergy, pilgrims and heretics, monastiThus, Anc. Grk. va6s nads 'temple' became

cism, and humility.

'the place in the church where the

in Christian parlance

laity gathers'
navis

(9th

(7th c

.

)

;

it was taken over by Church Latin as

c), with adaptation

to quasi-homophonous navis

'ship', and in this way survived as OFr. nef, Eng. nave, and
(ab
was translated into German as the Sohiff of a church.
gnostic
cona
367)- Grk. Kadap6Q katharos 'clean, pure', as

cept, became from the fourth century on the proud self-designation of certain sects. With the eleventh century, the

Byzantine term was transmitted to the West, applied, above
But
all, to the Neo-Manichean movements spreading by then.
unfavorably
Cat/^ar-£
the
label
interpreted
their adversaries
whether Latinized as catharus (12th c.) with its popular variant MHG ketzer, or Latinized as gazarus (13th c.) with its
vernacular variant NItal. gaqavo it came to mean 'heretic'.
,

{ab

371;
(b)

cc

208-209)

Medicine.

The eight borrowings cover diverse subfields,

medicinal plants, instruments, diseases, and veterinary medicine: Grk. xdriucx kaema [kiima] 'burning, cauterization' entered
the medical Latin of the Iberian Peninsula as *caima, with the
Spanish verb

quemai'

'to cauterize',

recorded in tenth-century

broadened from a medical to
a common term; they are today the general words for 'to burn'.
{ab 373)- Grk. duopcpoa amorphia 'ugliness' was applied in
Byzantine Greek to the skin, 'disfiguration of the skin
through lepra', and in the School of Salerno became the base
glosses; Span, quemar Port,

of medieval Lat.

into Oltal.
morfea, Port,
(c)

queimar

morphea 'skin disease'

(11th

morfea, OFr. morfoies, Middle Fr
morfeia.

The arts.

{ab

3

.

c), which turned

morphee,

Catal. Span,

74; ac 213-214)

Byzantiiam contributed one important concept of
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painting and three names of musical instruments. Byz. Aauucxlammatlzo 'to put shades into a painting', a technical
tC^cjl)
term of Byzantine art attested in the eighth century, appeared
in Latinized form as

matizare in several medieval treatises of

the West, from the twelfth to the fourteenth century; collo-

quially it has been preserved only (we don't know why) in
Hispano-Romance as matizar, with the nominal derivative matiz
'shade, nuance'.

(ai 374-375; ac

'drum', in

tympanon

214-215)- AncGrk.

Byzantine pronunciation [tlmbano]

served in OFr. *timbne, then timbre, Ital.
'quality of tone or speech'.
(d)

TuuTiavov

{ab

was pre-

,

Eng.

timbvo,

timbre

375)

The nineteen borrowings refer to money,

Commerce and law.

measures, documentation, risk, agents, transportation, and
storage.

The old Latin numismatic term

by Greek and iotacized to 6rivdpLOV

borrowed

denarius was

den&rion [dincirio]

;

the

iotacized form was reborrowed by the West as dinarius attested
on Merovingian coins; it survives in NItal. dinaro, Occitan
,

dinie ,
eb

Catal. diner, Span, dinero

,

Port, dinheiro.

[ab

375-376;

71)- The legal expression dTL66eLELS apSdeixis [ap65ixis]

,

used as 'receipt' since proto-Byzantine times, was the base
of the insurance term, OSicil. podisa, Prov. (a)pddisa, then,

with rendering of the Byzantine fricative 6 by Z Ital.
(ab 378)
pdlizza, Fr, police with Eng. policy. Span. pSliza.
(e) Technology and handicraft. Among the eleven borrowings
some refer to metals, minerals, and leather, some occur in
the terminologies of glassmaking, tanning, and manuscript
,

Thus, a variety of corundum, exported from Naxos
since Antiquity and used for grinding and polishing, was
called in Byzantine times gmiqIq smiris (stem auLpf6- smirid-)/

production.

A derivative, *auepL5tov *smeridion,
spread widely via the Latinized base form smeriliwn (Venice,

avLepC(o)v

13th

c):

Schmirgel.

smeri(o)n.

Ital.
{ab

smeriglio,

380;

vb

OFr.

esmeril \iith Eng.

360-361)- Byz.

(aC6r)poc) indanikbs/indonikbs (sideros)

*indanikdn

andanicum,

(ca.

8th c. /*Cv6avi-H6v

'wootz steel', a blending of Grk.

•Indian' and Ossetic

andon

)

tv5LK6Q indikos

'steel', became Medieval Lat.

with OVen. andanico, OFr. ondanique/andaine.
Byz. Z. LXIV [1971], 61-64).

Theodoridis,

emery, Ger.

Cv5avi,H6Q/Lv6ovLK6e

[ab

380;
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Clothing and textiles.

(f

,

Here the Byzantine contribution

was considerable, with seventeen terms: it covered elegant
fashion, in particular that of the court, the silk industry,

precious fabrics, the techniques of weaving, shades of colors,
Two examples of fabrics: The tenth-century
and decorations.

Byzantine adjective btaanpoQ diaspros 'twice white', i.e.,
with two shades of white resulting from the technique of damask weaving, survived in the West as diaspmon 'damask', with
such realizations as Ital. diaspro OFr. diaspre, OSpan. jaspre,
MHG diasper and Eng. diaper. {ab 385-386)- Byz. ^gdutxov hexScmiton 'kind of textile', a derivative of egduLXOS hexamitos
'with six threads', was transmitted via a Latinized base form
recorded in Sicily (12th c); it spread widely: Ital.
examitum
,

,

saiamito

,

OFr.

Prov. OCatal.

The house.

(g)

samit, OSpan.

MHG samit and Ger.

Eng. samite,

Samt.

{ab

xamed, Span,

jamete,

38 4)

The nineteen Byzantinisms refer to technical

devices, probably innovations which played a role in domestic
life.
They cover such areas as housebuilding, furniture,

kitchen utensils and garden tools as well as fishing impleThus Lat. tvulla 'ladle' was borrowed by Greek and gen-

ments.

eralized to

-zQoxiWo. troulla

'receptacle'; then 'receptacle'

was applied metaphorically to the cupola and the new architec-

tural term was reborrowed by the West, as indicated by tvulla
Byz. xpoOAAa troulla 'cupola',
'cupola' in Venice and Bari.

furthermore, developed the masculine offshoot xpoOAXoc troulwhich was likewise borrowed by Italian, as shown in an
los
,

eighth-century record in the Liber Pontif icalis; today trullo
is still the name of the Apulian farmhouse with its characteristic conic roof. A third, metathetic variant, xoupA.spread as 'cupola, tower, spire of a church' in the
Balkans and Northern Italy, e.g.. Alb. tuvle, Serb. Croat.
tourl-

,

{ab 388; aa 222-223;
turla, OVen. and NItal. turlo.
213-214)- Byz. Tam^xuov tapetion [tapiti] 'small carpet'
was probably borrowed in the period of the Crusades: Medieval

turla, Roum.

rp

Lat. *tapitium, the Western base form, was Romanicized as OFr.

with Eng.

tapit/tapis

Span. Port,
Tapete, go

tapiz.

tapis,

Prov. tapit/ tapis

Western congeners with

,

e,

Catal.

tapit.

such as Ger.

back to an older Graeco-Latin layer,

tapet-.

{ab 389)

,
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(h)

Land and nature.

The eleven borrowings either hint at

features common in medieval farming society, or designate
The case of Grk. 360uvoc bothynos 'trench,

plants and animals.
pit'

is typical.

The term, used from Ancient to Modern Greek,

was borrowed in Ravenna, with the tenth-century record butinus
and it expanded from that enclave of Byzantinity, thus Perugia butinale.

The isolated morpheme was then probably adapted

to botte 'barrel, vault', with gemination of the dental, and
bottino

'cesspool, cistern' spread to Tuscany and was accepted

by the standard language.
papagas

'parrot'

{ab

393)- Byzantium took uaTiaYaQ

from the East, probably from Arabic, and with

the Crusades transmitted it to the West.

The Byzantinism

entered Northern Italy as papaga, and its Latinization, *papaganus ,

is reflected in MHG

papegan.

for secondary associations:
to gay
gay

'jay'

or gai 'merry', which yielded OFr papegay/papin.

with Middle Eng. popingay

OSpan.

The parrot is a natural

In French the ending was adapted

papagayo.

,

and Ger.

Papagei,

Prov. papagai,

In Italian the ending was adapted to gallo

'rooster', which yielded Medieval Lat. papagallus and Oltal.
papagatlo.
(i)

{ab

395)

Food and cooking.

Some of the thirteen Byzantinisms

were themselves of Oriental origin, so that Byzantium evolved,
in this particular linguistic field, as a mediator between the
Orient and the West.

The borrowings refer to refined foods

such as bakery goods and fish delicacies, to staple foods such
as noodles and rice,

to fruits and vegetables such as cucum-

bers and eggplants, as well as to sundry wines.

6pu^uov oryzion [(o)rizi]

Thus,

'rice', the name of the medicinal

plant and, by the tenth century, of the food, appeared in the
West, in the thirteenth century, as risium in Italy and risi in
England.

Ital. *risi was perceived as a plural, and a new

analogous singular, riso, was formed which became the base of
Rice has been cultivated in

OFr. ris. Middle Eng. rys, MHG reys.

(ab
Northern and Central Italy since the fifteenth century.
399)- In Byzantine Greek, roe was called cJOTdpLxov ootdriahon
'smoked (fish) egg' (11th c), with a popular variant * (d) 3o-

xdpLXOv *{a)boti.rich.on; the latter was borrowed as *butariaum,
first recorded as butarigus in Venice (14th c), then in wide
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distribution throughout the West: Ital. bottarga, Fr. boutargue,
SFr. boutargo,

Span, botarga,

Port, butargas.

(afc

397-398)

The terms of Byzantine origin refer to dig(j) Social life.
nities of the feudal hierarchy, the low strata of society,
names of ethnic groups with pejorative connotations, superTwo examples from
stition, and the fashion of the beard.

'Slovene/Slav'

fourteen: The ethnicon ExAdPos Skldbos [sklAvos]

changed, because of the loose political organization of the
Slovenes and their ensuing servitude, into the appellative

OKXd&oe skl&bos 'slave'; and this change from name to common
noun took place, in all probability, during the ninth century
and in the marginal areas of the Byzantine Empire, perhaps in
the Balkanic region; with the Crusades, the Byzantine term
became international: Ital. sohiavo OFr. esalave MHG sklave,
,

Middle Eng.

solaue,

Span, esclavo.

[ab

,

402;

oo

228-229)- From

Justinian to the end of the Empire, the sovereign, the imperial princes, and the ruling vassals were called 5eaTx6Tr)Q
despJtes,

and the appellation was borrowed by the West, as

despotus

Oltal.

,

despbto, OFr. despot.

e.g., to Emperor Otto III

The title was applied,

(983-1002), who introduced the

ceremonial of the Byzantine court to his own; it was frequent{ab
ly used for Western rulers in the period of Francocracy.
401)
(k)
Warfare. The Byzantinisms cover such subfields as military ranks, certain types of mercenaries, and innovations
Two examples from
above all in the technology of ballistics.

ten:

In Islamic Egypt

(which, to be sure, succeeded and for

some time linguistically overlapped with Byzantine Egypt) the
title amir designated a military commander and a government

official.

The Arabism was Byzantinized as dui^p amir, with the

two suffix variants ducpds amiras and duLpdTOQ amir&tos (7th8th c), and these two variants were borrowed by the West in
the ninth century; they were adapted to the vernaculars as

indicated by OSpan. amirate

'official' and by OFr.

amirail

'commander', which eventually evolved into the modern interThe general, incidentally, shifted to the

national admiral.

sea in the eleventh century in Sicily.
Grk. TiETpdAaLov petrklaion,

{ab

405; rp

217)-

the flammable liquid, a compound
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of

nil: pa pStra 'stone' and eAai,ov klaion 'oil', was first mentioned in a pilgrim's guide of the eighth-to-ninth century;
the term was Latinized with replacement of the second mor-

pheme by the corresponding Lat. oleum; and petroleym appeared
first in the thirteenth century, in an alchemistic prescription for the production of Greek fire.
{oh 408)
The maritime terminology of the Mediter(1) Navigation.
ranean contains numerous Byzantinisms
The forty-five
borrowings refer to the sea and its coasts, the harbor, the
.

ship and its parts, navigation, and the crew.

An eel-like

fish, perceived as a sea serpent, appropriately gave its name

YaA^a galea to a small and quick ship, recorded in the tenth
century; the Greek name of the vessel was taken over by the
West as galea, Eng. galley, probably through the Normans in
Southern Italy; in Catalan, which rejects hiatus, the galea
became a galeva (13th c.) and this variant spread widely:
Span, galeva,
CO

219-220;

Fr.
vh

galeve,

Ital. galeva,

Ger.

Galeve.

{ah

412;

365-366)- A reinforcing timber was called,

according to the second-century Greek lexicographer Pollux,
ph&lkes; the term was borrowed by the West, and in the

cpdAxriQ

thirteenth century, faloa became the name of an extra board
which protected a boat from seawater; the noun produced a

participial derivative, *infaloatus 'provided with a

faloa'

(perhaps patterned after Gr. tu^aXncoiiivoQ emphalkomenos)
in Genoese

OCatal. nau enfaloada,

oastellum infavoatum,

,

thus,

OVen.

bavca faloata; and a nominalized Southern Italian congener,
*favgata,

led, with metathesis,

vessel, fvegata,

a

its protective high boards.
6.

to the widespread name of a

type of ship originally characterized by

THE CRITERION OF CONTENT.

{ab

416-417)

To ascertain the Byzantine ori-

gin of a Western word, the traditional criteria of borrowing,
singly or in combination, must be applied: phonology, meaning,

geographical distribution, and the chronology of the documenA fifth criterion, cultural content, can sometimes
tation.
In this procedure, the usual methodological sebe applied.
quence which begins with the word is reversed: moving from
'thing'

to

'word' we find in the referent of a lexeme the clue

to its provenience.

The cultural references of Byzantinisms
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involve, broadly speaking, historical events, technological

innovations, or semantic changes originating in Byzantium.
426-429; oc passim)

{ab

(a)

Historical events.

Various religious and political epi-

sodes or movements of Byzantine history were echoed in Western Byzantinisms.

IlauA-LKLavoL

the name of a

Paulikianoi,

seventh-to-eighth century gnostic sect, was borrowed by the
West and easily lent itself, in its Byzantine pronunciation
[pavlikjanl]

to a secondary blending with publiaanus

,

'tax-

gatherer', an invective of New Testament tradition applied
to people estranged from their religion.

The Byzantine term

was firmly attached to adherents of twelfth and thirteenth-

century Western dualistic sects, who accordingly were called,
in Latinized form, publiaani and populiaani
licants.

371;

(ab

cc

in the Byzantine army,

role.

,

and in French, pope-

209-210)- Among the mercenaries serving
the Seljuk Turks played a preponderant

They were called ToupK6TtouAoL Tourkopouloi 'men of Turk-

ish descent'.

These men, often converted to Christianity,

seem to have come from mixed parentage, Turkish fathers and

Greek mothers.

The term was borrowed during the First

Crusade; it occurred frequently, applied to bowmen and cav-

alry officers in the service of the Knights Templars and the

Knights of St. John, thus OFr. turcople/ truaople/ triaople/
traaople and

MHG turkopel/ durkopel/ durahkoppel.

(ab

4

05;

cc

211-

212)
(b)

Technological innovations.

Some of the Byzantinisms

explicitly mirrored truly Byzantine realia, features of its

civilization which were imitated abroad.

A term of medieval

Greek town-planning was transmitted in the milieu of commerce:
the streets in the business center were lined by arcades

called

5u3oA.oi, emboloi,

under which merchants, often of for-

eign provenience, established their shops.

The Byzantine

custom, together with its name, eu3oAos kmbolos

,

which occa-

sionally encompassed the entire district, spread in the
Mediterranean, with embolus

reaching the West by the eleventh

century; emboli in foreign cities, usually Constantinople,

appear in Venitian, Pisan, and Genoese documentation, and
actually existed in Amalfi and Genoa.
[ab 380; cc 216-217)-

,
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The silk industry, introduced around the middle of the sixth
century from the Orient into the Byzantine Empire, was then

transmitted from Byzantium to the West in the twelfth.

The

tenth-century Byzantine guildbook, 'ETiapxLH6v 3i.3''^lov Eparahikdn hiblion, described how raw silk was treated by the HaxapxciThis agent noun derives
PLOL katartarioi 'silk throwsters'.
from the verb HaTapTL^co katartizo 'to prepare, to f inish ', which
refers to the activity of these workers in twisting the raw
silk as it issued from the cocoon, i.e., in finishing the

unfinished.

in other words, was perceived as

The raw silk,

the 'unfinished',

*a,KaTdpTLOV

The term was bor-

*akatartion.

rowed by the West in two variants: either the negative prefix
d- a- of Grk. *dKaTdpTLOv * akatartion was transposed to the
Italian negative prefix s-

,

giving Tuscan

saatopzo',

initial d- a- dropped, resulting in Fr. oadaroe,
{ab 383; gc 217-218)
OSpan. cadarzo.

or the

OCatal. aadars

Sometimes Byzantine Kulturwovter of nonByzantine origin changed their meaning in Byzantium and were
again exported with their new meanings, this time as Byzanti(c)

nisms.

Semantic change.

Latin, Arabic, and Slavic lexemes were involved in

this process.

By the second century, AncGrk. hAlucxS klimax

'ladder, staircase, gangway' was replaced by synonymous Lat.
In nautical environment the Latinism was applied to
scala.

the landings in the harbor of Byzantium; thus, the oxdAa
sk&la became a typically Byzantine feature with ample records
in a fifth-century guide to Nova Roma.

The Constantinopo-

litan institution spread in the Empire, where oxdAa skala,
half common noun, half toponym, designated landing places.
From Byzantium the Italian maritime republics transmitted the
term to the West, and Ital. scala led to Fr. escale, Catal. Span.
Port,

escala.

{ah

410;

If

568-572; cc 224-225)- Grk. Sapa-

word of Oriental provenience, was originally
an ethnicon referring to the Arab who had come from the land
In Byzantine
east of the Jordan and from Southern Palestine.
and then
Arab,
use it changed to a general designation of the

Hriv6s

Sarakenos, a

from an ethnicon to a religious term, the Mohammedan: SapaWith
KTiv6e Sarakenos contrasted with XpiOTiav^Q Christianas.
invective.
an
such a polarity a third semantic layer developed,
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'the Enemy', which survives in modern Greek folklore.

West, to be sure, there existed the Latin congener,

but Byz. SapaKriv6Q Sarakenos [sarakin6s]

,

In the

Saraaenus

with its iotacistic

pronunciation, acted as a superstratum upon the Latin variant,
and the new pattern,

Savacin- ,

frequently displaying the nega-

tive value 'heathen, infidel', spread by about the tenth

century and became popular with the Crusades: Oltal. saracino
OFr. sarrazin, Middle Eng. saresin, MHG sarrazin, OCatal. sarraai,
(

ab 402;
7.

co

225-227)
In the process of borrowing,

LINGUISTIC ADAPTATION.

the

Byzantinisms of course underwent various changes of a phonological or morphological nature.

The phonological transfer

from Greek to Italian (far and away the main route of transfer) was a smooth one,

in view of the considerable similarity

between the two phonological systems.

(ab

430-434)

In a

broad statement as to the bridging of the most conspicuous

differences, Byzantine fricatives
(d/g/k)

dental

,

(6/y/x.)

turned into stops

and the Byzantine interdental fricative

(t)

or a sibilant {s/z).

(0)

into a

The morphological changes,

on the other hand, were complex {ah 434-439)

and the Western

Byzantinisms offer, indeed, excellent material for the study
of a specific phase of change-in-borrowing, lexemic adaptation.

Foreign linguistic elements, in any language, are

often weak through their lack of associability

,

and the tar-

get language tends to de-isolate them through transformation

Among the items under observation

into familiar morphemes.

three patterns of such transformation evolve: blending with

related Romance lexemes,
(a)

Blending.

f olketymology

,

and caiques.

A Byzantine engine for throwing stones was

called a Txexpapta petraria;

the designation was borrowed, by

the eighth century, as a technical term of warfare, and then

hybridized with the regional Western congeners of its root
morpheme, petra 'stone', yielding OLombardic pvedaria,
rieve with Eng. pevviev, OSpan. pediceva.

{ab

407)-

Byz.

OFr. perTiAdTri

derived from a root nAax- plat- 'flat', designated a
transport ship and a raft.
The term was borrowed by the
plate,

Italian maritime republics and adapted to the respective and

related Romance forms of *plattus 'flat': OVen.

piata,

Genoese
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aiata, Ital. piatta,
(b)

Folketymology

Middle Fr.
.

plat.

{ab

409

415;

If

348)

Byz. TxepYaunvi'i per^'omini [pergamin-]

bor-

,

rowed in the Carolingian period, yielded Medieval Lat. and

Secondarily the latter, under
influence
the
of parohe 'leather for binding books', changed
Ital. pergamina, OFr. pargamin.

to parahemin with its English offshoot parahment.
,

In Greek,

{ab

the soldier was called axpaTLcSxTiQ stratiotes

382),

an

ancient term surviving in late Byzantium, where it specifically referred to the Imperial Guards;
stratiota

the word was borrowed as

by early-fifteenth-century Venetian, to denote the
The element strat-

Venetian mercenary serving in the Levant.
was influenced secondarily by Ven. stvada

'street', thanks,

apparently, to a perception of the mercenaries as being people who roamed the roads.
stradioto,

The new military term, OVen.

spread over Europe: Ital.

Fr. estradiot, Span, estradiote.

{

stradiota/-otto,

ab 405-406;

aa

Middle

212)

Translation of a foreign lexeme is a common
The name of a fourth-century tool of torway of borrowing.
ture, xpLTidaaaAov tripScssalon, consisting of Grk. xpi- trithree' and ndaaaA-oe p&ssalos 'stake', was borrowed, within
(c)

Caiques.

'

the Christian terminology, through translation: Lat.

trepalium,

a compound of tri- 'three' and palus 'stake', appeared in 582
and became the base of Fr. travail and its numerous congeners,
[ab 439; ob 138-139)- In ecclesiastic
such as Eng. travail.

Greek, the beginning of Lent, the time of fasting, was called
which combined the negative particle dno-

dndxpecoc apbkreos

,

the morpheme >tpe- kre- 'meat', and a nominal ending.
reThe Byzantinism was transposed into Latin as aarnelevare
corded in the tenth century; this consisted likewise of a
apo-,

,

negative element, levare 'to remove', and the morpheme oarne
'meat'; with metathesis, it turned into aarnevale and carnival,
{ab 439; ab 126-129)- A piece of Byzantine weaponry, the
quarrel for the crossbow, was called uuta myia 'fly' (10th
c), the flying missile being compared to the insect. The
Byzantine martial term was transposed into Ital. mosahetta, l±t.
'small fly', recorded in the fourteenth century; this spread

widely from Italy, with a secondary transfer from the missile
to the weapon, as in Eng. musket.

{ab

439)
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8.

INTERMEDIARY BORROWING.

,

In the successive phases of their

spread, several Byzantinisms in the Western languages reflect
a frequent pattern of acculturation: that one culture influ-

ences another not through immediate contact but through an

intermediate stage.

Either Byzantium mediated between a

third culture and the West, or a third culture mediated between Byzantium and the West.
(a)

Byzantium mediating.

{ab

451-455)

Lexemes of Latin, Iranian, and Ara-

bic provenience spread within the current of Byzantinization.
The case of a Latin Ruakwanderer is illustrated by the legal

term aodex. In Latin it was a third-declension noun and survived as such regularly in Ital. codice and, through borrowing,
in Grk. H0)6Lg kodix. Then, in Greek, the noun was adapted to
the familiar second declension, and the new pattern kcl)6lkov
kddikon appeared, as 'register of taxes', in Egyptian papyri
of the seventh-to-eighth century, and in Michael Psellus
(11th c.) Kco5lhos
lustinianus.

Kodikos is found

with reference to the Codex

The Byzantine Latinism was reborrowed as *codious,

and this form spread widely in the Romance languages: Oltal.
obdico, Catal.

cbdia,

Span. Port,

short form, OFr. and Eng. code,

oodigo, with,

possibly, a

Prov. Catal. aodi.

What looked

like a second-declension deviation in Latin resulted from an

intermediate Byzantine stage reflecting the impact of the
{ab 371; rp 215)- The Latin terra for a
Codex lustinianus.
dignitary,

dux,

was borrowed by Greek as 6oijg doux,

ace.

6ouHa douka 'leader, general, governor', with a popular form,
5o6Hae doTlikas (9th c); and this Byzantine neologism was reborrowed by Italian as duoa, recorded since the thirteenth
century.

{ab

401)

Byzantium as the mediator of Imperial

Roman culture presents a most interesting problem, still
largely unexplored, for the historian of language; much of
the Western terminology of administration, bureaucracy, and
court ceremonial that seems Latin, may, in reality, represent
a

Latin filtered through Greek.

An example: Western aorte

'court of a prince', in use since Carolingian times and so

could well reflect a developThere Kdipxri/
ment undergone by Lat. oors /aorte (m) in Byzantium.
Houpxri korte/ko^rte added to its original meaning of 'enclosure.
far unexplained semantically

,
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a new one,

yard'

411

'imperial tent and headquarters', probably

following the model of indigenous Grk. auAn
both meanings.

This new Byzantine use,

aule,

which had

'court of a prince',

may have superimposed itself on its Latin congener in the
West.

{ab

510)

Byzantium accepted and transmitted Iranian elements.
Iran,

tarkas 'quiver'

was Byzantinized as xapHdoLOV

tarkasion,

and with the Crusades the latter spread west, as OFr. taraais
and MHG tarkis; then, either through assimilation or through

adaptation to synonymous OFr. cuivre,
the t-variant: thus, Ital.
aaix, OSpan.

aarcax.

[ab

oarcasso ,

a ?c-variant

OFr. oarquais

,

superseded
OCatal.ear-

406)

The Byzantines were fond of fish roe, known as xcx^\.6.piov
ohabidrion (ca. 850), an Iranian term (ace. to Szemerdnyi)

consisting of kapi- 'fish' plus aya 'egg'; by the thirteenth
century word and thing appeared in the West, as cavial and
caviar {ab 398, 452; Greek origin, on the other hand, was
recently suggested by D. J. Georgacas, Ichthyological Terms for
the Sturgeon, Athens, 1978, 225-237).
The multi-faceted relationship between Byzantium and Islam
was mirrored in considerable reciprocal borrowing, and in various instances Arabic terms reached the West through ByzanThe Arabic settler in newly-conquered Byzantine Egypt
tium.

was called muhagir 'emigrant'; the honorific epithet, which
originally had been applied to the early follower of the
Prophet, was Hellenized as ucoayapLxriS mdagarites/v.a.-s(xpLTT\Q
Two polar shades of meanmagarites and borrowed by the West.
ing then evolved: on the one hand, OFr. magaris in medieval

literature designated the 'Noble Heathen'; on the other hand,
Byz. \iayapiTr]Q magarites, with its reflexes in Italy and France,
{ab 370was secondarily degraded to 'apostate, renegade'.
Nutzof
field
linguistic
215-216)The
371; aa 227-228; rp
pflamen, useful plants, is exemplified by Arab, badirigan 'eggplant', which was taken over by Greek around the eleventh
century as iiaTuCcivLOV matizanion with the later variant ugAlv-

T^dva

melintzana-,

SFr. merindzano.
(b)

and this variant went west; Ital. melanzana,
{ab

400)

Byzantium mediated.

Byzantine words and things reached
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In the conquered

the West within the current of Arabization.

provinces of the Byzantine Empire, Islam acquired a rich
Greek heritage, a goodly part of which it transmitted to the
A term of Graeco-Egyptian magic,
was borrowed, not
xepauilxriS keramites 'magic stone, lodestone
later than the ninth century, by Arabic as qaramtt; and the

West, particularly to Spain.

'

,

Arabism spread in two variants, one with r: OGenoese caramia,
Prov. oaramida', the other with I: Ital. aalamita, Fr catamite,
Span. Port, aalamita. As to its use, the referent shifted
.

from the lodestone to the needle it magnetized, and, around
{ab 453-454; rp 210)1200, from the needle to the compass.

A wrap worn by monks and city dwellers was called TtepuPdAaLOV
with records in Egyptian papyri of the Byzantine
peribSlaion
,

period; the term was borrowed by Arabic as

[fir(i)wil], re-

corded in 1161 in Mozarabic, the Romance dialect spoken by
The Byzantino-Arabism surSpaniards who lived under Islam.
vives in Span, ferreruelo, Port, ferragoulo,
{ab

4

54;

(c)

rp

Ital.

ferraiuolo.

212-213)

Secondary centers of radiation in Italy.

The transfer of

Byzantinisms to the West must frequently have been a result
of immediate communications, realized in such milieus as
navigation, commerce, diplomacy, and travel, and in the complex movements of the Crusades.

Yet within the West, the

borrowing often proceeded in stages; certain Italian areas
which were, on the one hand, what we call the Ports of Entrance for Byzantinisms, functioned, on the other hand, as
mediaries between Byzantium and the great central cultures
from Northern Italy to Provence and Catalonia, from France
The areas involved were Venice {ab
to England and Germany.
445-446) and Southern Italy

{ab

447-448).

The role of Venice in the transmission of Byzantine eco-

nomy is evidenced by the history of a coin, the Byzantine
UTidpnupov hyperpyron, a golden solidus common in the eleventh
century, later devaluated.

The learned term lost its initial,

and in this popular form, Tidpixupov perpyron, entered the West
through Venice in the eleventh century as perperum/perpera, and

was later transferred from Venetian to Oltal.
OFr. perpre.

perpero and to

Then in Southern France, a diminutive variant.
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*

blended with Prov. parpalhola 'butterfly', an inand the coin was called in

perperola,

sect symbolizing worthlessness

,

Proven9al parpalhola, Middle Fr.
(ab

ac

376;

413

parpoillole, Catal. parpellola.

215)- Features of the Byzantine bureaucracy

spread through Venice: thus, HaxdoTLXov kat&stiahon 'tax
register of real estate' was taken over in Venice by the

twelfth century as catastiao

,

which in turn was Italianized

as oatas to /oat astro; the latter variant spread: Fr. oatastre/
oadastre,

with Eng. cadastre and Span,

aatastro.

[ab

371)-

Venice exported Greek merchandise, as shown by the history
of the name of a wine.

This story centered around one, or
The first was

rather, two toponyms.

'pcoviavta Romania,

the tra-

ditional designation of the Eastern Empire, and a Greek wine,
mentioned in Venice in 1173, was accordingly known as vinim
de Romania.

But with the events of the Venetocracy, the geo-

graphical term Romania

narrowed its reference to Morea, and

from the fourteenth century on the Venetian oenonym romania

designated a wine from the Peloponnesus.

The Venetian label

became international: Ital. romania. Middle Fr. rommenie, Eng.
rumney , MHG

romanie.

[ab

44 6;

oo

219)

From the eleventh to the thirteenth century, the period
of the Normans, the Hohenstaufen, and the House of Anjou,
Southern Italy was in contact with both Byzantium and the
great Western cultures, and it transmitted words and things
The phonological transformafrom the former to the latter.
tion of a nautical term highlights this role: Byz. ixAcxiTriS
plotes 'navigator', recorded in the seventh century, seems to

have been borrowed in that area because the stem change from
Grk. TiAcoT- plot- to Ital. pilot- reflects a typically Sicilian development: the intercalation of a vowel (a svarabhakti
then Southern Italy transmitted piloto to Genoa (13th
the standard language, and the international terminology

vowel)

c),

;

of navigation, e.g., Eng.

*triakontasemon

(vb

there existed a

export of textiles,
oriuov

pilot.

,

366-367)- As to the

cloth named *TpLaKOVTd-

based on an adjective 'with thirty

stripes or ornaments', with the more colloquial variant
In the eleventh century. Emperor
*TpLavTdariUOv *triantasemon.

Alexius

I

Comnenus sent an altar cloth, a pallium triaaontasimum,

414
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Southern Italy seems to have
Abbot of Montecassino.
mediated the colloquial variant to Germany: Heinrich von
Veldeke, in the Eneid (c. 1180) mentioned a pillow of pre-

to the

cious material,

tvientasme;

and Wolfram von Eschenbach in the

Parzival (beg. 13th c.) used driantasme for nothing less than
the tablecloth of the Round Table.

{ab

386;

oa

218)- A lin-

guistic field in which the Byzantine expansion through Southern Italy was particularly strong was medicine.

Western

knowledge of Greek medicine was largely the effect of the
famous School of Salerno, which flourished from the eleventh
to the thirteenth century.

Several of the Byzantine medical

terms which reached the West remained in the popular language.
448)

{ab

Thus, AncGrk.

epYotA-CLOv ergaleion 'tool',

koine dpyaAeLov argaleion,

in the

restricted its use in Byzantine

Greek to 'medical tool for douches'; the plural dpyaXeia argawas borrowed by medicinal Latin with a first eleventh-

leta

century record in the School of Salerno, and argalia
ter'

,

Catal.

the new singular, spread: Ital. algalia,
Span,

algalia.

{ab

373;

oc

213;

rp

'cathe-

Fr. algalie,

212)

With the decline of the Empire, the prestige
of Byzantium faded, and with the breakdown, its impact on
9.

EPILOGUE.

the West withered away.
a

The epilogue was the harbinger of

new era: the Byzantine teachers and scholars who, with

their manuscripts, reached the West, played their weighty
role in the Renaissance.

They no longer represented a living

present but rather a dead past.

From then on, for five cen-

turies, Hellas replaced Byzantium, and to the West, Hellas

meant the lofty and beautiful world of Classical Antiquity.
University of Illinois at Urbana
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INDEX OF BYZANTINE BASES

*a3oTdpLxov
dvYoupLOv
ALYaiov UiXayoQ
*dKaTdpTLOv
aXXdy lov
duLpdg/duLpdxos
duopcpLa
dv06Aoaj
dTtdSei^LQ
dTi6>tpeGoe

apyaXeZov
"Apecos fiudpa

Papeta (auu3oAri)
36duvos
*3p6vTLOv
&PUAA.OV

YaA^a
5ecnT6Tr)G

SnvdpLOv
5i6.KOQ

SLaonpos
Souxas
^YHauaxov
eu3oAos
fegduLTOV

*Lv5avLK6v
xdnua
Kadap6s
KavovLxde

403
395
398
407
396
406
400
3

93

401
409
414
394
399
403
395
395
405
404
401
396
402
410
393
406
402
401
400
400
393
93

xaxauT'ivLa

3

KaxdaxLXOv

413
412
396
410
394
410
401
411
397
396
396
411

KEpauLxriQ

Kov6oupa
xdpxri

HUPLKOV
hgo6lkov/Kco5 LKOC
Xauuctx L ^(^
UCXYCipLxriS
ucxxapcov eta

uavSpdxLOV
*Maup63A.axos

ueAivx^dva

MovoBaoLa

415

